Interpreting NMR data for beta-peptides using molecular dynamics simulations.
NMR is one of the most used techniques to resolve structure of proteins and peptides in solution. However, inconsistencies may occur due to the fact that a polypeptide may adopt more than one conformation. Since the NOE distance bounds and (3)J-values used in such structure determination represent a nonlinear average over the total ensemble of conformers, imposition of NOE or (3)J-value restraints to obtain one unique conformation is not an appropriate procedure in such cases. Here, we show that unrestrained MD simulation of a solute in solution using a high-quality force field yields a conformational ensemble that is largely compatible with the experimental NMR data on the solute. Four 100 ns MD simulations of two forms of a nine-residue beta-peptide in methanol at two temperatures produced conformational ensembles that were used to interpret the NMR data on this molecule and resolve inconsistencies between the experimental NOEs. The protected and unprotected forms of the beta-peptide adopt predominantly a 12/10-helix in agreement with the qualitative interpretation of the NMR data. However, a particular NOE was not compatible with this helix indicating the presence of other conformations. The simulations showed that 3(14)()-helical structures were present in the ensemble of the unprotected form and that their presence correlates with the fulfillment of the particular NOE. Additionally, all inter-hydrogen distances were calculated to compare NOEs predicted by the simulations to the ones observed experimentally. The MD conformational ensembles allowed for a detailed and consistent interpretation of the experimental data and showed the small but specific conformational differences between the protected and unprotected forms of the peptide.